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Mr. SOPWITH said, in giving  an account of any mechanical, or 
engineering work, situated in  Great Britain, or in those parts of 
the Continent which  were readily accessible, he  should  have  con- 
fined  himself to a  description of the work itself, because the 
adjuncts of scenery, and other circumstances attending it, would be 

aratively well  known, or be  easy of observation, so that it 
not be necessary to  allude to them. But  the case was very 

different  in Egypt ; and as this was the first railway  ever made in 
that country, he  thought  he was justified in endeavouring to give a 
general  idea of the local peculiarities, both in  re  ard  to the 
country itself, and  to  the mode of execution of sucf works  by 
means of native labour. 

Mr. G. W. HEMANS said, it would be  interesting  to  be furnished 
with  some further information as to the mode of sinking, and  the 
diameter of, the cylinders, and as to  the cost of the whole struc- 
ture. He had  made an unsuccessful attempt  to sink  some cylinders, 
10 feet  in  diameter,  through a bed of homogeneous clay, by Potts’ 
pneumatic  process, but could  never get a vacuum of more than 15 
inches of pressure. At last  he effected the operation,  by excavating 
below the cylinders, and pressing them down  by  weights  imposed 
upon the top. 

Mr. GREAVES thought  the floating-ferries, or bridges, designed 
by the  late Mr. Rendel, and referred  to  in the Paper, would, in 
some respects, bear comparison  with that now under discussion. 
The dimensions of that at Portsmouth were, length 84 feet, and 
breadth 60 feet, with a draft of water of 4 feet 6 inches. A 
similar ferry-bridge, constructed afterwards, for Calcutta, was 
84 feet  in  length and  64  in width,  with a draft of water of 3 feet 
6 inches. It was desired  to have a draft of water of only 3 feet, 
but owing to the  weight of the apparatus, it could not  be  ke t so 
low. The chains  were in both cases heavier than those o t t h e  
Nile  ferry; in the former the  links were  formed of round iron, 
1h inch in diameter, and in  the latter of iron l& inch in diameter. 
It had  been  found, that more  power  was  consumed in overhauling 
the chains, than in  overcoming the resistance of the water. The 
difficulties with the  Portsmouth  ferry were, to prevent the  ends of 
the chains  from breaking away,  owing to the force of the  stream, 
and to  counteract the effects of the  constantly-recurring tides, 
which in the case  under  discussion had  not  to  be  contended with, 
the rise and fall of the  water being  only periodical. In  the 
Portsmouth  bridge,  the chains radiated from a point a little above 
high water.  Platforms, long enough to reach  the shore, were 
hinged to each  end of the bridge,  forming easy inclines of  com- 
munication for vehicles and foot-passengers, and allowing for a 
considerable amount of leeway,  which  would  always  occur, to a 
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certain  extent, where there was a  tide, or a flow in any  particular 
direction. The plan under discussion did not appear so suitable 
for  the  traffic of foot-passengers, carriages, and horses, although it 
satisfied the  requirements of the railway. H e  hoped the  introduc- 
tion of this system on the  high  road  to India wTould lead to its 
more extended use there  and elsewhere. He had urged upon the 
authorities of the  East  India Company, that  this  plan was eminently 
suited to the wants of that  country, for the passage of many of its 
rivers, as fixed bridges were not in  all places applicable ; and by 
this system a passage  might in many cases be eRected for a  tenth 
of what a  permanent  structure would  cost. He  trusted, when 
tranquillity was restored,  that  these and  other similarly useful 
works would  be authorised hy Government. 

Sir JOHN RENNIE observed, that there was  no analogy between 
the  ferry now under discussion, and the floatiug bridges  introduced 
by the  late Mr. Rendel, to whom great  credit was due for the 
application of steam  to  these purposes. In  the  present case, the 
difference of level between the railway, which  was necessarily 
fixed above  the  general  surface of the  country, and  the river, 
which  was variable, was constantly  changing, so that a moveable 
platform  to communicate between the two was indispensable, and 
which, by the plan adopted, was  well  effected ; whilst in the  other 
case, the difference of level  was not  nearly so great, the  road  being 
formed on the  natural surface of the  ground, or river bank, so that 
vehicles and  foot-passengers could pass from the  land  to  the  bridge, 
by means of a  short incline. 

Captain MOORSON remarked, that  he  had crossed the  Nile  ferry 
twice, and on each occasion there was a  delay  in  the  starting of 
the  trains from the opposite shore, of from an hour and  a half to 
two hours. He  admitted that  the  Arab  arrangements were very 
slow ; still  he  thought  in  the  transport of a train across  the  ferry, 
in detachments of eight  carriages,  each passage must occupy at least 
thirty, or thirtyfive minutes,  as the  trains  ordinarily  consisted of 
from twenty  to twenty-four carriages. H e  did  not believe that 
English  ingenuity would be able  to  reduce  this more than five, or 
ten minutes. He should be sorry if such detentions arose from 
the  employment of English  skill and  capital in India. H e  
understood, in the  present  instance,  that  the  ferry was to be super- 
seded by a  permanent  bridge, which  would cause  a  saving of an 
hour and a half, or two hours  in  a  journey of only seven hours. 

Mr. R. STEPHENSON, M.Y., President,  remarked,  that  the 
jetties on each  shore of the  Nile were carried on Mitchell's screw- 
piles, with  protecting  cylinders at  the extremities.  These  cylin- 
ders were sunk by the compressed air process, or by using a 

plenum ' instead of a vacuum, as had  been  first  adopt,ed, he 
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believed, by Mr. Hughes, M. Inst. C. E., at Rochester bridge.' 
This plan  had been  previously  employed,  with  success, for the 
foundations of a bridge over another  branch of the  Nile, where a 
failure  had  originally occurred,  owing to  the piles having only 
been sunk 25 feet. The bed of the  Nile consisted of an alluvial 
deposit, extending t,o a depth of from 60 feet  to 70 feet, and 
possessing no adhesion. When hi h Nile came, in the follow- 
ing season, after  the erection of t & e bridge, in consequence of 
the  slight obstruction offered by the piles, a scouring  action 
took place, which undermined the piers, and  rendered them so 
unstable, that  they  had  to  be  rebuilt. Mr. Hughes'  pneumatic 
process was then  adopted, as previously mentioned, and  as an 
additional  security,  large  rubble stones  were thrown  round the 
piers, so  as to form a dam, to .protect them from the violent 
scour. In  building a bridge, at Anglesea,  on the  Chester and 
Holyhead railway, he  had known  hollow piles 12 inches in 
diameter  to sink  down  bodily through a bed of sand. The mode 
of attaching  the cha.ins on the two  shores of the Nile, was  b 
having weights rising  and  falling within a cylinder, at eac K 
extremity, to compensate for  the drag upon the chains. The 
plain  parallelogram form had been  adopted, because it was the 
best for giving great floatation, with the  least  draft of water, and 
affording that stability which  was so necessary,  when the weight 
was at times raised high above the surface of the  river, as at  the 
times of  low Nile. Speed was not an object, when the passage 
could be effected in six minutes, which, in a line of 140 miles in 
length, was a mere  fraction of the  duration of the journe The 
total cost of the  ferry,  including the jetties,  amounted  to d!i8,000. 

I n  the construction of the ferry, great  credit was due to  the 
late Mr. C. H. Wild  and Mr. Dempsey for the  details of the 
machinery ; to Mr. George  Robert  Stephenson for the method of 
lifting the platforms ; and  to  Mr. Rouse and Mr. M'Laren  for 
putting  together  and  erecting  the whole, and  making  it work so 
thoroughly well. 

Mr. Stephenson remarked,  that,  the  rate of the  current of the 
Nile, which  was ill one direction only, varied according to the 
height of the water,  sometimes approaching, a t  high  Nile, and 
during  the prevalence of' strong winds, to 5 feet  per hour. It was, 
therefore, certain  that  the vessel in it3  passage  across would deviate 
from the  right  line ; and that,  in  order  to  bring  it  square  against 
6he end of the  jetty, so as  to  get the  carriages off the platform on 
to the railway, an exertion of force would be necessary. I t  was 
thought, at first, that by having a clutch in  the  centre of the main 
shaft,  one of the engines  might  be employed to bring up the boat 

[1857-58. N.s.] 
Vide Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C. E., vol. X., pp 353-365. 
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to the  right line. But, on  reflection, it was at once seen, that  the 
power to be obtained by  one paddle-wheel was quite  inadequate 
for the purpose. Therefore,  the plan was adopted, as stated  in the 
Paper, of having a barge moored on the upper side of each  pier, 
capstans  being  fitted on the pier and on the  barge to bring  the 
vessel  up. 

Before  settling  the design, the floating-bridges  invented and 
constructed by the  late Mr. Rendel, at  Plymouth  and  at  Ports- 
mouth, were carefully studied, and  the  parts most suited  for the 
conditions of the Nile-ferry were copied. These conditions were, 
however, so peculiar, that  they  rendered necessary a design of an 
entirely novel character,  in which it was imperative  to  guide  and 
control the passage across a  rapid  river, with such precision as to 
bring  the extremities of the rails  together, to  allow the heavy rail- 
way carriages  to pass without difficulty.  Such conditions were very 
different from those of floating-bridges, on to which road  carriages 
were drawn by their own horses, or were easily pushed  by a few 
men, and of passengers, who walked  on board  and on shore again. 
Thus,  no parallel could be established  betwcen  the two adapta- 
tions of the same principle. 

Objections had been raised to delays which had occurred at the 
ferry,  but these were entirely  due to  the obstinacy and want of 
practical  knowledge displayed in  the  general  arrangements for the 
goods and  passenger traffic of the railway,-defects which,  in fact, 
pervaded  everything  in  Egypt-and  not  to  any imperfections in 
the construction of the machine, or in the  manner of working  it. 
It was for some time  the custom,  on the  arrival of the train at  
the ferry, to  make the passengers alight from the carriages,  to put 
t.hem into a steam-boat, convey them across the river, and oblige 
them to climb up the muddy  banks to rejoin the railway carriages, 
which had meanwhile been  conveyed across, by the  steam ferry, 
in “ empty  grandeur.”  This was only equalled by the too 
common  custom of obliging thousands of ‘‘ fellahs ” and  their 
families,  carrying  all their worldly gear wit.h them, when on their 
compulsory migrations  as  labourers on Government works, to 
walk, for days, parallel with the railway, along which they could 
have been so cheaply, and certainly  more  humanely conveyed. 
If  the human  race was not much considered in  the  Egyptian 
railway arrangements,  the goods-traffic was not more attended 
to, when cotton, which  could be carried for two  pence per ton, 
was charged fifteen pence, in order  to force it to  be  still  brought 
down  by the Nile boats. As an illustration of the mode of 
management of the line,  he  might state that, at one period, there 
was only one train each way every other  day,  although  the  natives 
had evinced a  great desire  to  travel, and  the line connected towns 
containing  large populatiorbs. H e  hoped that  contact with the 
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energetic engineers, in the service of the  Pacha, would in  due 
time  break down  such dilatory  habits and perverse adherence to 
antiquated customs, and  that  the benefits anticipated from the 
establishment of the railway  would be  realized. 

It had been said, that these steam-ferries were not  applicable 
to the rivers of India, and that it was undesirable for the lnstitu- 
tion to  appear  to recommend the system generally. T o  this it 
might  be  replied,  that good engineers did not  adopt, or apply 
systems of this kind indiscriminately, but used special machines 
for the situations to which they were  best fitted. The objections 
to  the employment of these steam-ferries, as  not  being  adapted  to 
the  rivers of India,  might easily be shown to  be ill-founded. It 
had  not been contemplated  to use them on the  numerous  small 
rivers, or on  those  which  became torrents  during the rainy season, 
and were dry  during  the summer. But  the system  was  well 
adapted for very  wide rivers, where there was always plenty of 
water, and where the construction of permanent  bridges would  be 
disproportionately  expensive, in this early  stage of Indian railways. 
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